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QUESTION 1

What does the following command in netcat do? nc -l -u -p55555 

A. logs the incoming connections to /etc/passwd file 

B. loads the /etc/passwd file to the UDP port 55555 

C. grabs the /etc/passwd file when connected to UDP port 55555 

D. deletes the /etc/passwd file when connected to the UDP port 55555 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Bob wants to ensure that Alice can check whether his message has been tampered with. He creates a checksum of the
message and encrypts it using asymmetric cryptography. What key does Bob use to encrypt the checksum for
accomplishing this goal? 

A. Alice\\'s private key 

B. Alice\\'s public key 

C. His own private key 

D. His own public key 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

The tools which receive event logs from servers, network equipment, and applications, and perform analysis and
correlation on those logs, and can generate alarms for security relevant issues, are known as what? 

A. network Sniffer 

B. Vulnerability Scanner 

C. Intrusion prevention Server 

D. Security incident and event Monitoring 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Which Nmap option would you use if you were not concerned about being detected and wanted to perform a very fast
scan? 
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A. -T5 

B. -O 

C. -T0 

D. -A 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Clark is a professional hacker. He created and configured multiple domains pointing to the same host to switch quickly
between the domains and avoid detection. Identify the behavior of the adversary In the above scenario. 

A. use of command-line interface 

B. Data staging 

C. Unspecified proxy activities 

D. Use of DNS tunneling 

Correct Answer: C 

A proxy server acts as a gateway between you and therefore the internet. It\\'s an intermediary server separating end
users from the websites they browse. Proxy servers provide varying levels of functionality, security, and privacy
counting on your use case, needs, or company policy.If you\\'re employing a proxy server, internet traffic flows through
the proxy server on its thanks to the address you requested. A proxy server is essentially a computer on the web with its
own IP address that your computer knows. once you send an internet request, your request goes to the proxy server
first. The proxy server then makes your web request on your behalf, collects the response from the online server, and
forwards you the online page data so you\\'ll see the page in your browser. 
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